TIMELY TURF TOPICS
from the USGA Green Section

PREPARING A SOUTHERN GOLF COURSE
FOR THE USGA AMATEUR

By J. E. HAMNER
Greenkeeping Superintendent, Memphis Country Club

The 1948 USGA Amateur Championship was scheduled for the Memphis Country Club far enough in advance to allow about two years to prepare the golf course, which was somewhat run down due to war-time conditions. As this was the first time the Amateur was to be played in the South and the first time on Bermudagrass, we were eager to have an outstanding course.

The Chairman of the Green Committee, Mr. Hugh Francis, and I agreed that the first step in preparation for the Amateur should be formulation of a program of turf improvement and weed control. The tees, fairways and rough were infested with crabgrass, dallisgrass and other weeds.

On January 29, 1947, Dr. Fred V. Grau, director of the USGA Green Section, visited our club. After an inspection of the course and a general discussion of our problems, a program was outlined.

The weed control part of the program was carried out in the summer of 1947. Soil samples from the greens and fairways were sent to the Milwaukee Sewerage Commission and complete analyses were furnished us. Mr. O. J. Noer, agronomist of the Milwaukee Sewerage Commission, contributed much helpful advice to the success of the program.

Renovation of the Fairways

Beginning March 18, the F-G Aerifier equipped with the large (one-inch) spoons was set to penetrate the heavy clay soil to a depth of four inches. The Aerifier was then drawn over each swath twice. Ground limestone, at the rate of two tons per acre, was applied immediately after the cultivation. After spreading the limestone, an old fairway mower was used effectively to break up the spooned-out particles of soil made by the Aerifier. Much of the limestone, which is slow in entering the soil, was placed in the root zone.

Milarsenite was used for the treatment of weeds in the fairways. The first application was started June 30. This is about the time of year when crabgrass seed heads begin to appear in this vicinity and is the ideal time to start treatment. Again, the Aerifier was put on the fairways set at a four-inch penetration. The fairways were watered to a depth of five or six inches, and when the grass blades were dry, Milarsenite at the rate of 400 pounds per acre was applied with a 10-foot Gandy Spreader. After about 72 hours, water again was put on the turf. An estimated 60 per cent of the crabgrass was killed in the first treatment.

The second application of Milarsenite began on July 15. Four hundred pounds to the acre was used in that treatment. The same procedure as in the first treatment was carried out.

On August 5 the third and final application of Milarsenite began. Because of rains, we were unable to complete the work until August 18. Milarsenite totalling 1,200 pounds to the acre was used in the three treatments. The crabgrass kill was nearly complete. Clover, wild barley, buckhorn and plantain were eradicated completely. Dallisgrass had to be removed with V-shaped garden hoes.

The Aerifier was put on the fairways September 15. Immediately after the cul-
tivation, an application of 1,000 pounds of Milorganite to the acre was made. The Milorganite greatly stimulated the Bermuda, and before the end of the growing season the fairways were covered almost completely with a healthy, vigorous turf.

The height of cut on the fairways at the beginning of the 1948 season was three-fourths of an inch. Later on, as the growth of the Bermuda increased, the mowers were lowered to five-eighths. The Aerifier was started about the first of April, used again in June and August, and a final cultivation was made just prior to the fall fertilization. Close cutting and the regular use of the Aerifier gave us a very tight, closely knit turf that offered perfect lies and really withstood the gaff during the Amateur. The several cultivations with the Aerifier made it possible for us to use much less water to maintain a healthy, vigorous fairway turf throughout the Bermuda season.

**Rough**

Arsenic acid was the chemical used to combat the weeds in the rough. One gallon of arsenic acid to 50 gallons of water to the acre was applied in each of the three treatments. A Friend Power Sprayer, equipped with a 14-foot boom using fan-shaped nozzles, gave splendid results. A pressure of about 50 pounds on the sprayer was used.

The first application of arsenic acid began June 17. The solution was sprayed on the rough at all times when the grass blades were dry. The killing effect of arsenic acid was much faster in its action on the weeds. Usually 24 hours after spraying most weeds were killed.

The second treatment started July 11 and the third August 2. The arsenic acid burned out 100 per cent of the weeds in the rough with the exception of dallisgrass. The dallisgrass was greatly retarded as most of its seed was destroyed. The Bermudagrass recovered very rapidly.

**Tees**

Arsenic acid was used also on the tees. Two treatments were sufficient to rid the tees of weeds. The first treatment was made June 20 and the second July 15.

The tees were thoroughly saturated with water. After the grass blades were dry, arsenic acid, at the same rate as was used on the rough, was sprayed on them. Two days later water was put on again. After each treatment the Aerifier was drawn over the tees, followed by a fertilization of 40 pounds of Milorganite to 1,000 square feet. The weed kill was similar to that in the rough. The Bermudagrass was very quick to spread over the thin areas.

**Greens**

The greens at our club are played about every day of the year. Domestic ryegrass is planted in the fall on one-half of the green for winter play. This method is used in order that we may have the Bermuda part of the green ready for play during, and for a short period after, the transition of rye to Bermuda, which usually occurs from June 1 to 15.

Twenty pounds of 20 per cent superphosphate to 1,000 square feet, put on the greens preceding the rye planting, seems to be ample to take care of the Bermuda requirement for the following year. Ground limestone, at the rate of 30 pounds to 1,000 square feet, was applied in the spring of 1947. Milorganite has been used exclusively for nitrogen feeding for the past two years.

When the Bermuda began to show the
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<tr>
<td>1-4</td>
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<td>Minnesota Turf Conference, Minneapolis, Minn. A. W. Anderson, 3540 24th Street, South, Minneapolis, Minn.</td>
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first signs of growth in the spring, Milorganite was applied at the rate of 50 pounds to 1,000 square feet, and 25 pounds to 1,000 square feet thereafter once a month until about September 1. Our experience has been that the steady feeding of the organic nitrogen in Milorganite and the absence of burn to the turf appear to be the ideal source of that form of nitrogen for Bermudagrass.

Preceding the first application of Milorganite, the Aerifier was put on the greens with the one-inch spoons set to penetrate the soil to a depth of four inches. The spooned-out pieces of soil were removed with the Early Bird worm rakes. A topdressing, consisting of one-half coarse sand, one-fourth granulated peat and one-fourth woods soil, by volume, was worked into the greens with flexible steel mats. Very heavy topdressings were used to fill the large holes made by the Aerifier. During good Bermuda growth the holes covered completely in about ten days. This procedure was carried out once a month during the growing Bermuda season of 1947.

On parts of three of our greens there were heavy patches of crabgrass. On July 29, 1947, arsenic acid was sprayed on those greens at the rates that were used on the tees and the rough. One treatment destroyed the crabgrass. In two weeks time the Bermuda was as green as ever and had almost covered the places where the crabgrass had been. We would not hesitate to use arsenic acid for crabgrass on Bermuda greens. The results were perfectly satisfactory.

The Aerifier was put on the greens on three occasions during 1948, the first of May, the first week of July and the first week of August. Fertilization with Milorganite was the same as it had been in 1947. This year we used a flexible steel mat attached to the Aerifier in order to break up the soil particles. About one-half as much topdressing was needed by this operation on the greens. At times when the Aerifier was not put on the greens, light topdressings were made.

It is our belief that frequent light topdressings and close cutting are absolutely necessary to maintain a good Bermuda putting surface.

The greens always are cut closely on our course. In the spring 3/4-inch is the regular height of cut. By the middle of May the mowers are lowered to 3/16-inch and are kept at that height for the remainder of the Bermuda season. The greens are mowed at a different angle each day. Even with the excellent texture of Bermuda which we have, it is necessary about twice a week during mid-summer to cut back and forth on the same swath. Using this method of cutting the greens, it is seldom necessary to put brushes on the mowers to eliminate grain in the turf.

With the continued use of the large spoons of the Aerifier and the topdressing formula mentioned, we have been able to change completely the upper physical structure of our greens. We have incorporated into the greens a granular mixture which has promoted aeration, deep-root penetration and resilience. The greens are holding the shots perfectly. We are using about one-half as much water now as we have in the past. The texture of the greens certainly has improved with less water.

We feel well repaid for our efforts by the many favorable comments made by the players and USGA officials on the condition of the course.

Turf's First Need

Excerpt from article on "Duties of the Greenkeeper" in South African Golf, August 20, 1948:

"If one general law of turf maintenance is desired, it might well be that turf needs first of all suitable conditions for growth rather than 'medicines' to correct the damage resulting from improper conditions. Generally speaking, a resort to 'doctoring' for the purpose of correcting damage caused by the numerous enemies of turf, such as weeds, insects, fungus, disease, etc., indicates the existence of negligence somewhere.

"It is better practice to remove the cause of the damage, and by adequate fertilizing, and by the use of soils that contain proper plant food, to enable the turf to withstand its enemies, than to resort to 'doctoring' after the damage is done."